GOOD READS FOR YEAR 8 GIRLS

FANTASY
- Joan AIKEN  The wolves of Willoughby Chase
- R J ANDERSON  Knife
- Steve AUGARDE  The various
- Cassie BEASLEY  Circus Mirandus
- Timothee de FOMBELLE  Toby alone
- Nancy FARMER  Sea of trolls
- Charlie FLETCHER  Stoneheart
- Neil GAIMAN  Coraline
- Michelle HARRISON  Thirteen treasures
- Mary HOFFMAN  Stravaganza
- Derek LANDY  Skulduggery Pleasant
- Tanith LEE  Wolf tower series
- Sam LLEWELLYN  The well between the worlds
- Colin MELOY  Wildwood
- China MIEVILLE  Un Lun Dun
- Mary NORTON  The borrowers
- Kate O’HEARN  Pegasus
- Aprilynne PIKE  Spells
- Philip PULLMAN  Northern lights
- Philip REEVE  Goblins
- Angie SAGE  Magyk
- Maria V SNYDER  Poison study
- Holly WEBB  The water horse

SHORT STORIES
- Louise COOPER  Short and spooky!
- Anne FINE  Very different
- Jamila GAVIN  From out of the shadows
- Miriam HODGSON  Love from dad
- Michelle MAGORIAN  Be yourself
- Jacqueline WILSON  Paws and whiskers

ANIMALS
- Sam ANGUS  A horse called Hero
- Lynne Reid BANKS  Tiger, tiger
- Rachel CAMPBELL-JOHNSTON  The child’s elephant
- Gillian CROSS  Shadow cat
- Joshua DODER  A dog called Grk
- Gerald DURRELL  My family + other animals
- Eve IBBOTSON  One dog and his boy
- Sarah LEAN  Hero
- Michael MORPURGO  War horse
- S F SAID  Varjak Paw
- Lauren ST JOHN  Dolphin song
- Piers TORDAY  The last wild

**FUTURE + SF**
- Emma CLAYTON  The roar
- Sarah CROSSAN  Breathe
- James DASHNER  The maze runner
- Oisin MCGANN  Small minded giants
- Garth NIX  Shade’s children
- Lissa PRICE  Starters
- Alex SCARROW  Time riders
- Dee SHULMAN  Fever

**HUMOUR & DIARIES**
- Chloe BENNETT  Boywatching
- Tim COLLINS  Diary of a wimpy vampire
- TS EASTON  Boys don’t knit
- Neil GAIMAN  Fortunately, the milk
- Mark LOWERY  Socks are not enough
- Jenny McLACHLAN  Flirty dancing
- Louise RENNISON  Angus, thongs and full frontal snogging
- Andy ROBB  Geekhood
- Catherine WILKINS  My best friend and other enemies

**PAST + WAR**
- Louisa M ALCOTT  Little women
- Nina BAWDEN  Carrie’s war
- Susan COOPER  King of shadows
- Kevin CROSSLEY-HOLLAND  Gatty’s tale
- Morris GLEITZMAN  Once
- Julia GOLDING  Cat among the pigeons
- K M GRANT  Blood red horse
- Eva IBBOTSON  Star of Kazan
- Elizabeth LAIRD  Crusade
- Michelle MAGORIAN  Goodnight, Mr Tom
- Geraldine MCCAUHREAN  Stop the train
- L M MONTGOMERY  Anne of Green Gables
- Michelle PAVER  Wolf brother
- Dan SMITH  My brother’s secret
- Sandi TOKSVIG  Hitler's canary
- Robert WESTALL  Blitzcat
- Laura Ingalls WILDER  Little house on the prairie
SPORT

- Chris HIGGINS  Pride and penalties
- Donna KING  Slam dunk
- Monica SELES  The academy
- Noel STREATFEILD  Ballet shoes

THRILLS + CRIME

- Colin BATEMAN  Titanic 2020
- Enid BLYTON  Famous Five series
- Kevin BROOKS  The ultimate truth
- Ally CARTER  I’d tell you I love you, but I’d have to kill you
- Eoin COLFER  Airman
- Matt DICKINSON  Mortal chaos
- Siobhan DOWD  London Eye mystery
- Rohan GAVIN  Knightley & Son
- Julia GOLDING  Girl on the run
- Sophie MCKENZIE  The Medusa Project series
- Robert MUCHAMORE  Cherub series
- Philip PULLMAN  The ruby in the smoke
- Julian SEDGEWICK  Mysterium
- Lemony SNICKET  A series of unfortunate events
- Ali SPARKES  Out of this world
- Robert WESTALL  The scarecrows

HORROR + GHOSTS

- Lindsey BARRCLOUGH  Long Lankin
- Malorie BLACKMAN  The stuff of nightmares
- Joseph DELANEY  Spooks series
- Ann EVANS  Beast
- Anne FINE  The devil walks
- Neil GAIMAN  The graveyard book
- Cathy MACPHAIL  Out of the depths
- Cliff MCNISH  Savannah Grey
- Tamsin MURRAY  My so called afterlife
- Celia REES  City of shadows
- Marcus SEDGWICK  My swordhand is singing
- Maggie STIEFVATER  Shiver
- Jonathan STROUD  Lockwood & Co
GENERAL

- Nadia AGUIAR  Secrets of Tamarind
- Haifaa AL MANSOOR  The green bicycle
- Helen BAILEY  Swimming against the tide
- Judy BLUME  Deenie
- Sita BRAHMACHARI  Artichoke hearts
- Katy CANNON  Love, lies and lemon pies
- Lauren CHILD  Ruby Redfort
- Ane-Marie CONWAY  Butterfly summer
- Jo COTTERILL  Looking at the stars
- Sharon CREECH  The wanderer
- Sarah CROSSAN  One
- Helen DUNMORE  Ingo
- Ruth EASTHAM  The messenger bird
- Anne FINE  Flour babies
- Clare FURNISS  The year of the rat
- Sally GRINDLEY  Broken glass
- Carl HIAASEN  Hoot
- Chris HIGGINS  Tapas and tears
- Liz KESSLER  A year without Autumn
- Alice KUIPERS  Life on the refrigerator door
- Sue LIMB  Girl 15, charming but insane
- Simon MASON  Moon pie
- Hilary MCKAY  Saffy's angel
- Michael MORPURGO  Alone on a wide, wide sea
- Sally NICHOLLS  Ways to live forever
- RJ PALACIO  Wonder
- Annabel PITCHER  Ketchup clouds
- Rosie RUSHTON  Secrets schemes and daring dreams
- Holly Goldberg SLOAN  Counting by 7s
- Holly SMALE  Geek girl
- Jerry SPINELLI  Stargirl
- Catherine STORR  Marianne dreams
- Jean URE  Bad Alice
- Jenny VALENTINE  Fire colour one
- Lea WEATHERLY  Missing Abby
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